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2 The way digital platforms work 

The success of a digital platform is not based on internal company resources, but on the 
ecosystem in which the platform is embedded. acatech takes up the concept of the 
platform ecosystem and state that a platform ecosystem describes the economic 
mechanisms behind digital platforms as well as the stakeholders involved and their 
relationships to each other (Engels et al., 2017). According to Evans and Schmalensee, 
these stakeholders include all persons, companies, institutions and other environmental 
factors that influence the value created by a platform (Evans and Schmalensee, 2016). 
Following Drewel, actors of digital platforms are assigned to the categories platform 
core, platform participants and platform environment (Drewel and Gausemeier, 2018). 
We propose an arrangement of roles within a digital platform as shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4 Arrangement of roles within a digital platform (according to Baums, 2015, 

Drewel and Gausemeier 2018 and Tiwana, 2014)  
 

The core of a platform contains the infrastructure for an interaction between 
producers and customers and holds the roles platform provider and owner. The provider 
is responsible for the technical provision of the platform and the owner manages the 
overall architecture. The two roles can be bundled in one company or can be present 
separately in several companies. With the help of an interface, the adjacent platform 
participants can access the platform core. Platform participants are all roles which are 
directly involved in interactions on the platform. These include producers who provide 
value units on the platform and customers who request these offers. Digital platforms are 
characterized by the fact that an actor can be both a producer and a customer in different 
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and Predix. Figure one shows some examples for the historical development of digital 
platforms in B2C/C2C and B2B-markets. 

 

 
Figure 1 Historical development of digital platforms in B2C/C2C and B2B-markets  
 
Following Parker et al. the disruptive potential of digital platforms is based on two 

major economic advantages: 1) marginal costs and 2) network effects. These advantages 
enable companies to expand their platform-businesses with relatively low investments 
compared to traditional businesses (Parker et al., 2016).  

Marginal costs describe the additional costs that occur if an additional unit of a 
certain product or service is being produced (O´Sullivan and Sheffrin, 2003). For 
instance, if the Hilton Worldwide Holdings Inc. decides to expand to a new market they 
need to invest in new buildings and new personal staff. Contrary to this, if Airbnb decides 
to expand to a new market, they don’t need such investments. The new accommodations 
are provided by private home owners who also act as staff for the customers of Airbnb. 
The additional costs for these new accommodations are almost not existing which allows 
platforms to expand their business with minimal costs, once their platforms are 
established and running (van Alstyne et al., 2016).  

The network effect describes how the customer value of a product changes when the 
number of customers of the same product or complementary products changes. A 
distinction is made between the direct and indirect network effect. The direct network 
effect was described in 1986 by Katz and Shapiro and states that a products value 
changes with the total number of consumers of that product (Katz and Shapiro, 1986). 
Often referred examples for this effect are telephones and fax machines. Figure 2 shows 
the exponential increase in possible connections with increasing numbers of participants.  

 

Historical development of digital platforms in B2C/C2C and B2B-markets
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ypes of Platform-Based Business Models
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Actors in a sharing economy platform ecosystem
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This first installment is extracted from a speech I recently gave in Qingdao, at China at

Haier’s annual opening meeting. Haier Group is a leading force in management

innovation worldwide and has been recognized as a lighthouse of organizational

transformation (see the latest coverage by HBR). More in details RenDanHeyi — its

organization model — puts Haier at the forefront of Platform-Ecosystem thinking

worldwide. In this first post, I share with our readers a framing that I offered as a

starting point, to understand where markets are heading.

Upcoming posts will offer some reflections on how organizations should transform, to

really become ecosystem-driven platforms, starting from the forefront of Haiers’

RenDanHeyi model.

. . .

Transforming Value Chains with Networks
Transforming Value Chains with Networks

• Digital markets as distributed in three major 
layers, that of infrastructures, aggregators, and 
long tail markets.

• In post-industrial value chains, the role of 
aggregators is key: be an alive, learning and 
opportunity-generating system, that produces 
continuous quality improvement in the 
experiences exchanged thus helping new 
niches emerge, unlocking new potential. 

• Aggregators play a key role in an increasingly 
networked economy by connecting talented 
producers with consumers in long-tail markets. 

• In this economic paradigm, small players gain 
much more capabilities to deliver exceptional 
value. Simone Cicero (2019). The Real Future of the Platform Economy. Citizen Entrepreneurship and a 

Market Reset. https://stories.platformdesigntoolkit.com/the-real-future-of-the-platform-
economy-838629ad3a77 
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The Concept of Long Tail Market

• Long tail in marketing refers to 
those offerings which are in less 
demand compared to the actual 
popular product of a specific 
category.

• Some examples of long tail 
markets are (different types of) 
laptop chargers in the laptop 
niche, (different types of) mobile 
covers in the smartphone 
accessories market, and (different 
types of) customized gifts in the 
gifting niche.

https://www.feedough.com/what-is-marketing-definition-types-scope/
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n According to research by MIT, three kinds of demand drivers exist in 
the market. These are: 
l Technological drivers – 57% of online shopping starts with the search engines. 

Besides search engines, personalization and recommendation techniques and 
online communities and social networks also drive the demand for the 
product.

l Supply-side drivers – Technology has made it easy to add the inventory of 
stock of digital as well as physical products. Moreover, new supply side demand 
driving models like dropshipping and affiliates have also come into existence 
which influence the decision-making process and promote niche products. The 
technology has also made the supply side strong by making it serve the global 
market at once.

l Non Technological drivers – The non-technological drivers include the 
psychological drivers of being part of the group or standing out of the group 
which influence the decision-making process of the customers.

Why Long Tail?-1
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n The long tail strategy has two applications –
l To increase the customer lifetime value by using long tail strategies 

like cross-selling and recommendations etc.
l To stand out in the market and increase sales by building 

a brand out of long tail products or just capitalizing on the 
untapped market.

n In simple terms, either you can focus on long tail offerings as add-ons 
to your superstar product, which will increase the customer lifetime 
value and attract more customers, or you can bundle up and just 
focus on the long tail offerings to compete with existing players and 
create a different positioning for yourself in the market.

Why Long Tail?-2
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n From mass market to personalization by interaction: aggregators replace mass-produced, one-
size-fits-all manufactured solutions in favor of systems that able to produce a long tail of 
tailored niche experiences. Aggregators facilitate interaction and self-organization. 

n Standardize transactions: aggregators create channels and modes of interaction that standardize 
the recurring transactions between producers and consumers in an attempt to reduce 
transaction cost. 

n Provide SaaS to simplify a business process: aggregators normally codify complex business 
models into Software as a Service and make it accessible and easy to use for small players, 
solving many typical headaches for producers. 

n Aggregating demand and supply: by aggregating demand and supply in the same place, they 
reduce the need for advertising, marketing and distribution generating “pull” dynamics 
(attraction of the best fit) versus industrial push marketing.

n Identity and reputation: by the creation of contextual identities and by designing clear 
reputation systems they let the best players emerge, helping consumer navigate towards the 
best and right producers.

Five Key Strategic Plays for PLATFORMIZATION
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2. Standardize transactions: aggregators create channels and modes of interaction

that standardize the recurring transactions between producers and consumers in

an attempt to reduce transaction cost.

3. Provide SaaS to simplify a business process: aggregators normally codify complex

business models into Software as a Service and make it accessible and easy to use

for small players, solving many typical headaches for producers.

4. Aggregating demand and supply: by aggregating demand and supply in the same

place, they reduce the need for advertising, marketing and distribution generating

“pull” dynamics (attraction of the best fit) versus industrial push marketing;

5. Identity and reputation: by the creation of contextual identities and by designing

clear reputation systems they let the best players emerge, helping consumer

navigate towards the best and right producers;

In Wardley Map’s terms, the effect of the application of these recurring traits produces a

peculiar value chain shape change: from C (industrial) to Z (post-industrial) as one can

see from the pictures below.

The dominators of the modern economy, understand these dynamics exceptionally well

and, not only choose a role to play in accordance with these new rules but also

increasingly play multiple roles in parallel. These players can produce powerful

dynamics of innovation in continuous cycles: first, they let ecosystems explore and

create new propositions, then they institutionalize and commoditize these new

propositions, preparing the next cycle of value chain climbing.

The typical industrial service value chain and the platformization plays

The typical industrial service value chain and the platformization plays 

Wardley Maps to plot our unified market theory against evolutionary value chains  
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The Typical Aggregator Value Chain

The poster child of this economy can be seen in Amazon. From the reality of a book retail

e-commerce, the Seattle giant succeeded to become a generalist “infrastructure-to-

consumer”, and an aggregator-marketplace that leverages a broader set of merchants,

creating a virtually endless inventory, deepening the possible choices for the user.

In the process, Amazon also continuously componentizes and commoditizes the

marketplace products offered, by continuously launching amazon “basics” versions, or

just plainly new brands, that aim at monetizing directly the categories that emerge as

best sellers.

Amazon inherently uses its ecosystem — as Simon Wardley once said — as a “future

sensing engine” continuously eating a larger part of an even larger cake, that it is fated

to conquer an even larger part of the market. Amazon doesn’t think like a retailer, it

thinks as the retail industry.

. . .

From Products to Services to Impact in a boundaryless
digital world
In the last part of 2018, we’ve been lucky to see a few great works and reports coming to

life. Earlier work also — that came up in May from Mary Meeker — already pointed out

Typical aggregator value chain

2. Standardize transactions: aggregators create channels and modes of interaction

that standardize the recurring transactions between producers and consumers in

an attempt to reduce transaction cost.

3. Provide SaaS to simplify a business process: aggregators normally codify complex

business models into Software as a Service and make it accessible and easy to use

for small players, solving many typical headaches for producers.

4. Aggregating demand and supply: by aggregating demand and supply in the same

place, they reduce the need for advertising, marketing and distribution generating

“pull” dynamics (attraction of the best fit) versus industrial push marketing;

5. Identity and reputation: by the creation of contextual identities and by designing

clear reputation systems they let the best players emerge, helping consumer

navigate towards the best and right producers;

In Wardley Map’s terms, the effect of the application of these recurring traits produces a

peculiar value chain shape change: from C (industrial) to Z (post-industrial) as one can

see from the pictures below.

The dominators of the modern economy, understand these dynamics exceptionally well

and, not only choose a role to play in accordance with these new rules but also

increasingly play multiple roles in parallel. These players can produce powerful

dynamics of innovation in continuous cycles: first, they let ecosystems explore and

create new propositions, then they institutionalize and commoditize these new

propositions, preparing the next cycle of value chain climbing.

The typical industrial service value chain and the platformization plays Example: Amazon
From the reality of a book retail e-commerce, the 
Seattle giant succeeded to become a generalist 
“infrastructure-to- consumer”, and an aggregator-
marketplace that leverages a broader set of 
merchants, creating a virtually endless inventory, 
deepening the possible choices for the user. 
In the process, Amazon also continuously 
componentizes and commoditizes the marketplace 
products offered, by continuously launching amazon 
“basics” versions, or just plainly new brands, that 
aim at monetizing directly the categories that 
emerge as best sellers. 
Amazon inherently uses its ecosystem — as Simon 
Wardley once said — as a “future sensing engine” 
continuously eating a larger part of an even larger 
cake, that it is fated to conquer an even larger part 
of the market. Amazon doesn’t think like a retailer, it 
thinks as the retail industry. 
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characteristics of the new markets that marketplaces are unlocking. We’re likely talking

about markets where transactions can be rarer and more valuable, like in real estate.

Here as we’ve seen, the aggregator-platform provides a broader set of support services

and oversees a broader part of the value creation process, in an attempt to enable a

new space.

This new space overcomes the bureaucratic nightmare of corporate-or-publicly provided

(or regulated) services, and lets ecosystems drive innovation and value creation in a

more adaptable and nimble manner, providing an “architected” experience that is

trustable, replicable and perceived as enjoyable and fair by the participants, without the

need of an institutional “stamp”.

. . .

The possibilities created by aggregators are key in an age where everyone can and

should be empowered to produce value. In this age, producers need to be empowered to

leverage on their talent and connect with their potential markets, instead of being

hidden in a complicated business process that is increasingly sustaining just a self-

serving bureaucracy. Taylorism complicatedness can’t cope with the speed of change,

and adaptation, that is needed in today’s economy: welcome complexity.

The major challenge in these new high-value markets will be that of helping

ecosystems self-organize, ensuring quality in contexts where the XXth century

We’re likely talking about markets 
where transactions can be rarer and 
more valuable, like in real estate. 

Here as we’ve seen, the aggregator-
platform provides a broader set of 
support services and oversees a 
broader part of the value creation 
process, in an attempt to enable a 
new space. 
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industrial-institutional models are hitting their inherent limitations, but that used to be

the domain of regulated professionals, corporates or public servants.

Education is a good example. Wonderschool, an a16z backed, company is letting

educators provide pre-school care and education services to the communities where

those are needed, responding to a growing need to rethink education, beyond traditional

patterns.

WonderSchool value proposition

The possibilities created by aggregators are 
key in an age where everyone can and 
should be empowered to produce value. 

In this age, producers need to be 
empowered to leverage on their talent and 
connect with their potential markets, 
instead of being hidden in a complicated 
business process that is increasingly 
sustaining just a self- serving bureaucracy. 

Taylorism complicatedness can’t cope with 
the speed of change, and adaptation, that 
is needed in today’s economy: welcome 
complexity. 

Access to technology and widespread open knowledge 
leaves room for the emergence of new paradigms, all 
based around self-organizing around tailored solutions, 
organized at community (local) and tribal (ultra-
contextual) level. 
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- one dimension discerning between contextual (and therefore niche sensitive) and

functional (where one size fits almost all) services;

- the other in accordance with the modularity and “ease of unbundling” of the related

business (value creation) process.

If we plot the service landscape in a plan, we can come up with the following scheme:

Let’s make a few examples: looking at the vertical axis, retail is definitely a modular and

“easy to unbundle” process (it’s easy to subdivide it into pieces like curation, advertising,

fulfillment …), while healthcare related services, are inherently more complicated: even

if one can maybe provide an unbundled equipped space (like with Medneo example in

Germany), visiting a doctor is often time-dependent, empathic experience, often part of

a long-term relationship that goes multi-channel (live, phone, etc…) and emotional.

On the other hand, looking at the horizontal axis, for some services, one is normally

content with finding something that provides cheaper, faster, easier options (praising

what we normally call “convenience gains”), while on the other I’ll need to find an answer

that is perfect for me, available in the right moment, at the right place (as in the

doctor example): in one word, contextual.

Service Landscape
The spectrum of aggregators 
captured in the matrix will then 
range from: 
• tend-to-be- global-

monopolies aggregators like 
Amazon that almost have 
traits of infrastructures; 

• aggregators that will coexist 
based on the nature of their 
markets, characterized by 
various grade of integration 
and contextuality (e.g.: Uber 
and Lyft, Airbnb and 
HomeAway, etc...); 

• integrated, super contextual, 
niche aggregators, very 
sensitive to local/tribal 
potential and needs, 
possibly leading to the next 
wave of citizen 
entrepreneurship (rebuilding 
institutions for the XXIst
century). 

integrated, super contextual, niche aggregators, very sensitive to local/tribal

potential and needs, possibly leading to the next wave of citizen entrepreneurship

(rebuilding institutions for the XXIst century).

Here follows a picture where I’m adding some well-known brands to the matrix for you

to contextualize:

. . .
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From John Hagel’s The Big Shift in Business Models 

From Products to Services to Impact in a boundaryless digital world 

the rising importance of subscriptions in services, re-shaping the product

consumption patterns.

This trend was already foreseeable. John Hagel’s pioneering work on explaining the

evolution of business models, previously explained how — beyond the already rampant

evolution from product to services (with the “access over ownership” mantra), the

evolution would continue to the next step: from pay-per-use services subscriptions into

pay-per-impact, all enabled by a new generation of connected technologies, able to

sense relevant and contextual data on the actual value generated for the user.

From John Hagel’s The Big Shift in Business Models

Isn’t this one of the key meanings of IoT? It’s not casual that one of the essential

capabilities of IoT in ecosystems is to enable the sampling of relevant and contextual

information, to evaluate how much value is being generated in an interaction or

relationship. The emergence of pay-per-use business models is growing fast, pay-per-

impact will follow.

From John Hagel’s The Big Shift in Business Models

Always coming back to Hagel, we also need to understand that an increasing number of

platforms, aggregators — network orchestrators for value creation — will then be able to

Enabled by a new generation of connected technologies that 
able to sense relevant and contextual data on the actual value 
generated for the user 

the rising importance of subscriptions in services, re-shaping the product

consumption patterns.

This trend was already foreseeable. John Hagel’s pioneering work on explaining the

evolution of business models, previously explained how — beyond the already rampant

evolution from product to services (with the “access over ownership” mantra), the

evolution would continue to the next step: from pay-per-use services subscriptions into

pay-per-impact, all enabled by a new generation of connected technologies, able to

sense relevant and contextual data on the actual value generated for the user.

From John Hagel’s The Big Shift in Business Models

Isn’t this one of the key meanings of IoT? It’s not casual that one of the essential

capabilities of IoT in ecosystems is to enable the sampling of relevant and contextual

information, to evaluate how much value is being generated in an interaction or

relationship. The emergence of pay-per-use business models is growing fast, pay-per-

impact will follow.

From John Hagel’s The Big Shift in Business Models

Always coming back to Hagel, we also need to understand that an increasing number of

platforms, aggregators — network orchestrators for value creation — will then be able to

“rather than just anticipating likely future events, [these 
players] have the ability to advise customers on what action to 
take in response to those future events in order to create the 
most value for themselves.” (John Hagel)

leverage on data, to provide not only suggestions but, prescriptive suggestions. As

Hagel said “rather than just anticipating likely future events, [these players] have the ability

to advise customers on what action to take in response to those future events in order to

create the most value for themselves.”

At the same time, Hagel also alerts that the future is likely going to require

interoperating platforms: as the need is to interact with anyone, everywhere, grows

according to the potential value that we can gain from the interaction itself. Private

walled gardens will fail to deliver these opportunities. We need to realize that business

models of the future will need to be “permissionless” and “ecosystemic”, vetting and

constraining users will likely become impossible or counterproductive.

From John Hagel’s The Big Shift in Business Models

. . .

Pervasive Dynamics
At this point, we might ask: where are these dynamics supposed to play a role? Which

parts of the economy will be subject to the evolution towards ecosystem-driven, self-

organized, value-driven marketplaces?

Some markets are maturing steadily (e-commerce/retail is probably the most mature so

far) and there’s a growing understanding, that a huge potential lies into networking and

transforming, currently disorganized, low performing markets that cover the whole

spectrum of household consumer spending.

Business models of the future will need to be “permissionless” 
and “ecosystemic”, vetting and constraining users will likely 
become impossible or counterproductive. 
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Evolution of Marketplaces (Andrew Chen)

also has been echoed by a great Dealroom report on the “Future of Online

Marketplaces” that contextualized a 9T$ opportunity only in the US.

There’s certainly a lot more to discover about marketplaces (aggregators, platforms) but

they’re surely set to play a larger role in the economy in the years ahead, as their

technological enablers (growing potential at the edge), and drivers (personalization of

experiences) are pervasive.

From Dealroom’s report

From Andrew Chen
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n While the Z-Shape — typical of aggregators — is substantially 
preserved, the need to face more complex markets requires a whole 
new set of value chain elements to be controlled. In the 
marketplaces of the future one could expect: 
l greater service overseeing from the platform owner; 
l more important discovery and match-making as context becomes even more 

king; 

l and a renewed focus on the upskilling services that the platform shaper will 
provide to producers, especially in more sensitive markets (such as education, 
professional services, real estate, personal care, and development, etc... ). 
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Modern Marketplaces control more components of the Value Chain 

The two essential engines of platforms indeed 
emerge more clearly in the picture below: 

The learning engine (that focused on providing 
continuous opportunity to learn, improve, hone 
new capabilities and make the best of the 
producer’s talents) and a refined transactions 
engine where the shaper plays a more 
important role in ensuring consistency in the 
experiences, designs to allow trust to emerge, 
and lets the value flow more easily 
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Click to Connect and explore what the Platform-Ecosystem landscape means for your organization

. . .

A Market Reset
In the presentation “The end of the Beginning” Evans presents Crypto (intended I guess

as for the full spectrum of blockchain technology and crypto-tokens) and Machine

Learning as two potentially heavily impacting shifts calling a “market reset”. Andrew

Chen as well presents Automation and AI as one of the possible drivers to unlock the

future of marketplaces by “automating away the need for a licensed service provider

altogether”.

But — besides excitement — how can we foresee if these two major shifts will really

create the “market reset” that Evans talks about? If we take the description of the

marketplace Value Chain that we just shared, and we try to evaluate the impact of these

two rampant technologies what do we really get?
A Market Reset

In yellow the impacts of AI and Machine Learning, in green, that of Crypto.

If we first look at the yellow lines and spots, there we can see where machine learning

and AI could have an impact. We can imagine that the systems of knowledge and

mastery development, along with the Software as a Service that we provide as

platform owners (architects) to the ecosystem, can improve by leveraging on massive

data analytics, and intelligent automation.

We can also imagine that our capability for match-making and discovery can improve

though increasingly, on a smaller scale-contextual system, players car” by former Uber

CEO, with autonomous driving), and that customer support and service overseeing can

be partially accomplished by the use of automated systems, but I can’t foresee now any

further impacts.

In green, instead, I’ve highlighted the impacts of crypto. Crypto might soon unlock

reputation and identity from a single platform and enable the perspective that John

Hagel touts, as “anyone/anywhere”, where participants can participate to value creation

beyond the walled garden of a single platform.

This transformation might enable what is normally called a “sovereign” identity (that

belongs to the user, not the platform) and a “portable” reputation, where social credit

score/capital is — again — not related just to a single platform but universal, and

portable.

These verified identities and portable reputation would in turn probably reduce the need

for “vetting”, as participants will be able to discern by themselves who they want to

interact with. A good example here can be the Free trade feature offered by blockchain-

integrated, protocol-based e-commerce aggregator Open Bazaar which describes itself as

a “free online marketplace, with no restrictions, no platform fees”.

A second major impact of the maturation of crypto will be a widespread explosion of

new models of financing, that would add another key player to the ecosystem: the

investor. Such an investor would be likely closer to the system being organized (in

the upper left quadrant), and therefore interested in reducing the liabilities in the

system to make it more anti-fragile. She will be interested in earning money (or, better,

the utility currency) but also to generate specific positive outcomes in the context

where she lives, her tribes and community.

In yellow the impacts of AI and 
Machine Learning, in green, that 
of Crypto. 


